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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, TIMOTHY NoonAN, of
Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of
Massachusetts, have invented certain . Im
provements in Spring. Bottoms for Chairs,
Sofas, &c., of which the following is a specifi
cation:
Figures 1, 2, and 3 of the accompanying
drawings are central longitudinal vertical sec
tions of the bottom frame of a chair, showing
different methods of applying my improve
ment.
The object of the present invention is to
provide a movable bottom or support to sus
tain the springs and filling of a chair, lounge,
sofa, or other seat, and allow it to yield to the
pressure exerted thereon when occupied, with
out subjecting the springs and upholstery to
the injury occasioned by their sudden concus
sion when hastily sat upon, or constant press
ure from continual use against an unyielding
bottom, as has heretofore been the case inup
holstered spring - seats as ordinarily con
structed with stationary Wooden bottoms;
and to this end my invention consists in an
adjustable bottom connected to the uphol
stered frame of a chair, lounge, sofa, &c., by
springs and rods or stems suitably arranged
to form a yielding seat for the seat-springs
and filling, as I will now proceed to describe.
In the drawings, A represents the bottom
frame of a chair, lounge, sofa, &c., supported
by legs B, and having properly held within
its upper portion an inner frame, C, to re
ceive the springs and upholstery of the chair
or other seat, the bottom of which upholstery
and springs rests on a movable bottom or sup
port, D, which, in its normal position, is held
so as to abut against the bottom of the frame
C by spiral or other springs, E, arranged on
and attached at one end to rods or stems F.
The rods or stems F may be located, as in
Fig. 1, in each corner of the interior of the
frame C, extending through the bottom D, to
which each is held by a screw-nut, G, turning
on screw-threads formed on the lower end of
the rods, and impinging against the under
side of the bottom D. One end of each spring
E is attached to each rod Fabove the bottom
ID, and the other end of the spring is attached
to a metal or other plate, I, extending across

each corner of the top of the inner frame C,

or the springs may be otherwise suitably
held; or rods F may be located, as in Fig. 2,
on each side of the frame C at the center, and
flanged on the top laterally, or otherwise ar.
ranged to be readily secured to the frame. C.
Each of these rods F extends through, and at
a sufficient distance below, the bottom D, to
receive a spiral spring, E, which at the top
bears against the under side of the bottom D,
and at the bottom is attached to the rod F,
and finds a seat upon the top of a screw-nut,
G, that turns on screw-threads formed on the
lower end of the rod F; or a lever-spring, E',
Fig. 3, flanged at one end, or otherwise formed
to be properly secured to the interior of each
side of the upper portion of the frame C, and
connected at the other end with a vertical rod,
F, that extends through in the center of each
side of the bottom D, to which it is held by a
screw-nut, G, turning on screw-threads formed
on the lower end of the rod F, may be used
for sustaining and operating the bottom D;
or any other arrangement of springs that may
be preferred may be employed to sustain and
allow the up-and-down movement of the bot
tom D.
By means of the screw-nuts G turning on
their several rods, the tension of the several
springs F is regulated.
By the above description, reference being
had to the drawings, it will readily be seen
that, when pressure is exerted on the seat, it
causes the seat- springs and filling to bear
upon the bottom D, which, by the action of
the spring F, yields sufficiently to allow an
easy contraction of the seat-springs, which
are thus prevented from any injury heretofore
liable to occur when pressed against a sta
tionary unyielding bottom as ordinarily con
structed.
Moreover, when the pressure from the seat
is removed, the seat-springs and filling are,
by the lifting of the bottom by the reaction of
the springs F, readily and effectively read
justed to, and retained in, their original posi
tion, and the sagging of the seat, heretofore
occasioned by the non-recuperative action of
the upholstery and springs when subjected to
much or injurious Wear, is prevented.
Having thus fully described my improve
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ments, what I claim as my invention, and de- In testimony whereof I have signed my
sire to have secured to me by Letters Patent, name to this specification in the presence of
istwo subscribing witnesses.
In a chair-bottom, the combination of staTIMOTHY NOONAN.

tionary frames A C, yielding bottom board
D, adjustable rods F, and spiral springs E,
as and for the purpose set forth.

Witnesses:
CARROLL D. WRIGHT,
- SAML. M. BARTON.

